Many applied problems resulting in hyperbolic conservation laws are nonstrictly hyperbolic. As of yet, there is no comprehensive theory to describe the solutions of these systems. We examine the equations modeling an elastic string of infinite length in three-dimensional space, restricted to possess non-simple eigenvalues of constant multiplicity. We show that there exists a weak solution of the nonstrictly hyperbolic conservation law when the total variation of the initial data is sufficiently small. The proof technique is similar to Glimm's classical existence for hyperbolic conservation laws, but necessarily departs from Glimm's proof by not requiring strict hyperbolicity.
We will assume a stress-strain relation of the form T = T(e). The equations of motion of the string can be written in the form (see [2] This is an idealized system of equations, in which the string is taken to be infinitely thin. For simplicity, we will let T0 = 1 and po = 1. To simplify the equations further, we let r = e + 1 and r<j> = r<j)(r) = T.
Rewriting the equations as a first-order system, where we take
we obtain
Ut + F(U)X = 0,
a system of six conservation laws with flux function F(U) = {-ut, -4>ux, -vt, -4wx, ~wt, ~(t>wx).
The eigenvalues for this system are Ai = -\/T^, A 2 = A3 = -v^5A4 = A5 = y/^,Xe = \jT~e-Hence the system is hyperbolic if T is nonnegative, differentiate, and monotone increasing. A brief introduction to hyperbolic conservation laws is given in the appendix, which contains the standard definitions used within this paper. The reader can find excellent introductions to hyperbolic conservation laws in a number of references, including [8] , [9] , [10] , and [12] .
Assume that cp is both nonnegative and monotone increasing and that T is continuously differentiate.
The eigenvalues ±y/4> each have multiplicity two, and, hence, the system is nonstrictly hyperbolic. Thus, these characteristic families must necessarily be linearly degenerate (see [4] ), and so the waves associated with these fields are contact discontinuities.
This agrees with statements made by Cristescu in [2] that the speeds ±\/4> are characteristic of the propagation of transverse waves, or of changes in the shape of the string without changes in tension. Since Te -4> + it is clear that in the neighborhood of a state where r(f>' = 0, the eigenvalues are no longer of constant multiplicity. In this paper, we limit ourselves to the study of eigenvalues of constant multiplicity and for this reason we assume that 0 is strictly monotone increasing. We will later require the assumption that (p is convex, implying Te is strictly increasing. In reference [7] of Keyfitz and Kranzer, which describes a string in the plane, the characteristics have varying multiplicity; that is to say, the eigenvalues coalesce on a subset of phase space where rft = 0. However, in an open region of phase space, the model for the string in the plane does not exhibit eigenvalues of constant multiplicity greater than one.
We shall now fix notation which will be used throughout the paper.
(i) For V G 9lm, let ||V|| denote the Euclidean norm of V.
(ii) For V(x) : -* £Rm, let ||V||t*v be the total varation of V.
(iii) Let £/|s denote the restriction of U to the set S.
The Riemann problem.
Before discussing the Glimm scheme and wave interactions, let us first analyze the Rankine-Hugoniot relation. Here, and for the remainder of the paper, we use the notation U° = P°U = (t/i, E/3, U5), where P° is the projection onto the odd components of the vector U. In addition, let Ue = (U2, U4, Uq). Let us determine which states can be connected to a state Ul by a backward or a forward rarefaction, a backward or a forward shock, and by a backward or a forward linear wave. Let r, be an eigenvector associated with the characteristic value A For the nonlinear waves associated with the first and the last characteristic families, Ai = and has associated eigenvector r; such that r° = Jib\\U0 and rf = If UR can be connected to Ul by a nonlinear wave, then it can be determined that U°r = -U°l and U«R = Ui±-U°L, This, along with the assumption that <p is strictly monotone, implies = tr. In addition, it can be determined from the Rankine-Hugoniot relation that Uft = Ul±y/fa(U°R-U°L),
where the speed s of the contact discontinuity is also ±V^l-Here, the sign in the last term is the plus sign in the case of a backward contact and the minus sign in the case of a forward contact.
In order to show existence and uniqueness of the solution to the Riemann problem, we show that there exists a unique parameterized curve connecting states Ul and UR whenever Ur is within a small enough neighborhood of Ul-First, let us find the oneparameter family of states that can be connected to Ul by a rarefaction wave. A general theorem and the proof are given in Smoller [12] , Lemma 17.8. Notably, the proof is independent of the existence of multiple eigenvalues in the other families. Theorem 2.1. There is a one-parameter family of states U(ei), which can be connected to Ul on the left by a rarefaction wave, so that J7(0) = Ul and ^|£i=o = for i = 1 (a backward rarefaction wave) and for i = 6 (a forward rarefaction wave).
Proof. One can prove the result by choosing a = HC"!! -Vl in Eq. (2) . □
The other type of nonlinear wave that we need to analyze is the shock wave. An analysis of the one-parameter family of states that can be connected to a left state by a shock wave follows. The proof given here is specific to the particular problem that we are solving, the equations modeling the motion of an elastic string. In contrast to the general proof of existence of such a parameterized curve in Smoller [12] (pp. 328-330), this proof does not (and must not) require distinct or simple eigenvalues. In addition, the proof given here is not restricted to a small neighborhood of UlTheorem 2.2. There exists a one-parameter family of states that can be connected to Ul by a shock wave so that 1/(0) -Ul and ^|e.=0 = Ti(Ui) for z = 1 (a backward shock) and for i = 6 (a forward shock.)
Proof. It follows from the Rankine-Hugoniot relation that, if U is connected to Ul on the left by a shock wave,
<t>(r),
and
where r = ||f/°|| and s, the speed of the shock wave, satisfies 2 _ 4>(r)r -<\>ltl r -rL Moreover, the Lax entropy condition, along with the assumption that <f) is monotone increasing, gives > 0 in the case of a shock. This, along with Eq. (4), shows that U° and Ul are on the same radial line, and we can write U as a function of r:
U°{r) = ui+('^±)ui,
The proof is completed by letting e, = r -r^. □
In the previous two theorems, it was shown that there exist two one-parameter families of states that can be connected to Ul by nonlinear waves. The case of the linear waves must be handled a little differently. For each of the linear families, there will be a twoparameter family of curves that can be connected to Ul by a linear wave, i.e., a contact discontinuity. This naturally follows since each of the linear families possesses a twodimensional eigenspace. In the proof, an artificial intermediate state will be introduced so that the two-parameter family can be thought of as a composition of two one-parameter families. Unlike the previous theorem, this theorem holds only locally, and the solutions exist only in a small neighborhood of UlTheorem 2.3. Assume that Ul is such that Ul ^ 0. There exist two-parameter families of states U(ei,£i+1), for i = 2 and 4, which can be connected to Ul on the left with an intermediate state Ui, such that Ui = Ufa, 0) and U(0,0) = Ul-Moreover, there exists a basis {r,, r^+i} of the eigenspace associated with A; so that ^^(o.o) = r«(^L) and, for fixed' 5^7Ife.o) = *i+i(Ui). For 0 satisfying \9 -6 l\ < it, define V(6) as the solution of the differential equatioñ = v°{6) with V(8l) = U°L. 
and Uf(ei) = UeL± ~ U°L).
Since A, is an eigenvalue associated with a linearly degenerate field, it follows that the derivative ^-(Ai(C//(ei)) = 0, implying Aj([//(ej)) is constant and equals Aj(i7/(0)) = Ai(UL). Thus, Uj{ti) is connected to Ul on the left by a backward or forward contact discontinuity when the last term of (7) is added or subtracted, respectively. Now fixing 9, we define W (9, tp) to be the solution to the differential equation dW^] = r?+i(M) with W(0M = Um-
and Ue(eu ei+1) = Uj ± y/fa(U°(eu ei+1) -Uf (e*)),
where cj>i -4>(\\Uf\\). Since A^+i is an eigenvalue associated with a linearly degenerate field, it follows by the construction of t/(ej,ej+i) that Aj+i(C/(ej, £i+i)) is constant and must equal A^+i([//(e^)). Thus, f/(ej,ej+i) is connected to Ui on the left by a contact discontinuity. Using the fact that Ai+i([//) = Ai(Ul),
and we see that Ufa, £i+i) is connected to Ul on the left by a contact discontinuity with speed ±-v/0l-This completes the construction of a two-parameter family U(e,, e,+i) that can be connected to Ul on the left by a contact discontinuity with artificial intermediate state [//. □ In the previous three theorems, we characterized the parameterized curves of those states that can be connected to Ul on the left by a rarefaction, shock, or linear wave. Now that we have established that these curves exist and have derived their Taylor expansions up to the first order at = 0, we will use the inverse function theorem to show that the composition of these curves is an invertible map. In this manner, we will be able to show existence and uniqueness for the Riemann problem given any two states Ul and Ur sufficiently close. The following theorem and proof is the classical one as given in Smoller [12] . What actually distinguishes this result from the classical one is the introduction of two-parameter families to represent two-dimensional surfaces of states connected by a contact discontinuity.
The general theorem, as given in [12] , requires that the conservation law be strictly hyperbolic which is not the case here. Proof. Define X^C/l) to be the parameterized curves described in the previous theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Here, for i = 2,4, TCi = Ui(ei) and TCi+1 = 17(0, c^+i). Now
Tti(UL) = UL + tlvi(UL) + 0{e2i).
Let B be a neighborhood of Ul in which all the Tti(UL) are defined. Now define the function T : B -> 1H6 by e2, e3, e4, 66) = Te6Tea ■ ■ ■ T£2Tei (Ul) -UlUsing the Taylor expansion in (11) , it can be shown that dT{ 0) = {ri{UL),r2{UL),r3(UL),ri(UL),r5(UL),rfi(UL)), which is nonsingular since the {r^} form a linearly independent set at Ul-Thus, using the Inverse Function Theorem, there exists a neighborhood of e = 0 in which T is invertible and the theorem holds. □ This theorem shows that the Riemann problem is uniquely solvable in a sufficiently small neighborhood of Ul-Using solutions of the Riemann problem, we will be able to adapt the Glimm scheme to show existence of weak solutions to the multiply characteristic elastic string problem. In the next section, we give a brief description of the Glimm scheme. Given some sufficiently small value of time, say t', an approximation to v(x,t) at time t' is given by the solution to the conservation law system
where vq is a piecewise constant approximation to the initial data vo■ An approximate solution to the problem is constructed by solving a Riemann problem at every discontinuity in vq. This process forms the fundamental basis for each time step of Glimm's scheme. Let I = Ax be a discretization of space and k = At be a discretization of time. Glimm's scheme generates an approximate solution at (x,t), say Uh{x,t), where the mesh size h = (l,k). Letting 6 = {#,} be a sequence of random numbers from a uniform distribution on [-1,1], an algorithmic description of Glimm's scheme is given below. A more detailed explanation can be found in the paper by Glimm (see [5] ). At any time t = nk, Glimm's scheme generates an approximate solution Uh{x,nk), which is constructed to be constant on every interval (or cell) [(to -1)/, (to + 1)1], where m + n is even. Between time steps, the approximate solution, Uh(x,t), is the exact solution to Riemann problems solved at the cell interfaces of the previous time step. In addition, since it is necessary to avoid wave interactions between Riemann problems, the ratio k/l is chosen to be smaller than the reciprocal of the largest possible wave speed. This condition is commonly known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition or CFL condition (see for instance [8] and [10] among numerous other references).
Consider the set {ami"} consisting of the randomly sampled points amj" = ((to + 6n)l,nk) with m + n even. The set {ami"} contains the points that are sampled to determine the piecewise constant approximation Uh at each time step n. Note that we can consider {ami"} as forming a discrete mesh. Since it will later be of value to estimate wave interactions across this mesh, we now introduce the following definition. Definition 3.1. A mesh curve is a piecewise linear curve consisting of a set of mesh points and the line segments joining them, where, if am,n belongs to the curve, then either am+i,n-i or flm+i,n+i belongs to the curve but not both.
We introduce a partial order 011 mesh curves, as follows. We say the mesh curve /1 >-I2 if every point of I\ is a point of I2 or lies above the mesh curve I2. A mesh curve I is called an immediate successor to J if I J and every mesh point of I except one is on J. In addition, we let O be the unique mesh curve that passes through the mesh points on t = 0 and t = At. 4 . Interaction estimates and bounds on growth.
To show that the Glimm scheme produces a convergent subsequence, we use the classical technique developed for strictly hyperbolic conservation laws (see [5] ). The proof is broken down into two components: first we show that the Glimm scheme produces a convergent subsequence of approximate solutions and second, we demonstrate that this subsequence converges to a weak solution.
This will rely upon the application of Helly's theorem. Loosely stated, Helly's theorem guarantees that if a set of functions is both uniformly bounded and has uniformly bounded total variation, then it is relatively compact and, hence, contains a convergent subsequence (see [3] ). To satisfy the hypothesis of Helly's theorem, we must show that the approximate solutions generated by the Glimm scheme, {Uh}, are uniformly bounded in L°° as well as uniformly bounded in total variation.
In this section, we will prove that the total variation is equivalent to a metric measuring the wave strengths, and that this equivalent metric stays bounded. Once these bounds are shown, we have that the Glimm scheme is defined for all time t G 91+.
Consider data Ul,Ur, and Um■ We assume that \\U1\\ > 0, and that Ul,Um,Ur are sufficiently close together that all Riemann problems that arise in the Glimm scheme are uniquely solvable. Here we will use the parameters from the curves to describe the solutions to the following Riemann problems:
In an abuse of notation, we will refer to as the i-wave connecting the states £/j_i and Ui-Recall that the parameters associated with the nonlinear families (i -1,6) are ei = ||[7°|| -||C/f_1||. Regarding the linear families, it is important to note that the states U2 and Ui are both artificial states created in the parameterization of states connected by a contact discontinuity. In Theorem 2.3, U2 and U4 correspond to the artificial state Ui. Thus, for the Riemann problem (Ul,Ur), the state U1 is connected directly to U3 by a backward contact, and then U3 is connected directly to C/5 by a forward contact.
Without loss of generality, we can also assume that one of the first two components of C/£, either([/£)i or (t/£)2 is nonzero. In a sufficiently small neighborhood of Ul, using the two-parameter curves of states connected by a contact discontinuity, we observe that U£ is obtained from U° by rotating by £2 hi the azimuth (i.e., counter-clockwise in the horizontal direction for e2 positive) and by changing the vertical elevation by angle 63.
Likewise, Ug can be obtained from U$ by rotating by £4 in the azimuth and then by changing the vertical elevation by angle £5.
We now develop an interaction estimate that bounds the strength of the ti wave of the Riemann problem (Ul, Ur) by the interactions of waves 7j and 5l of the Riemann problems (Ul,Um) and (Um,Ur).
Theorem 4.1. Given Ul,Um, and Ur as in (12), (13), and (14), then e* = H + <Si + C(|7| l<5|)-
Proof. See Smoller [12] . Although the proof is for strictly hyperbolic conservation laws with distinct eigenvalues, the proof of our theorem can be made similar by the introduction of the artificial intermediate states U2 and U4. □ The preceding result is not strong enough to guarantee that all wave interactions are bounded. We can improve upon the estimate of Theorem 4.1 by showing that the difference between the sum of the interacting waves 7 and 6 and the resulting wave e is actually of the order of quadratic terms involving only the approaching waves. We will need to be a little careful in our definition of approaching waves since the elastic string problem we are solving possesses multiple eigenvalues. We say that the i-wave 7j approaches the j-wave Sj if either (i) Ai > Aj, or (ii) i = j and one of the waves is a shock wave. Note that for approaching waves of type (ii), one of the waves is a shock, which implies that i = 1 or 6. It is the first case that distinguishes our definition of approaching waves from the classical one (see [5] ). Notice that if i -j + 1 and i = 3 or 5, then the wave 7i travels with the same speed as the wave Sj and these waves do not interact. The method of proof is similar to the one given in Smoller [12] , but with the variation on the types of approaching waves. Theorem 4.2. Letting Ul,Um, and Ur be defined as in (12), (13), and (14), then
where £>(7, 5) = ^2uj)eA W I^j'I anc^ ^ = {(i,j) ■ the 7\ wave approaches the Sj wave}.
Proof The state U'k = Um is connected to U'k_1 by the contact 7^, and thus can be obtained by rotating the azimuth of (U'k_jJ" by angle jf.. In addition, the state Uk_1 = Um is connected to Uk by the contact 6k, and so (Uk)° can be obtained by rotating the azimuth of {U'k^i)0 by 6k■ Thus, Uk is connected to U'k_1 by a contact e^. Moreover, (Uk)° can Proof. The proof is identical to the one given in Smoller [12] , and differs only with regard to our different definition of approaching waves. □ Since any mesh curve J is a successor of the unique mesh curve O, J >-O, and we obtain L(J) + kQ{J) <L(0) + kQ{0).
Using the fact that Q{J) < (L(J))2 for any J-curve, this inequality becomes
We have now shown that for any mesh curve J, L(J) < 2L(O). We later show that the assumption that L(0) is small is equivalent to assuming that the total variation of the initial data is small. Now that we have shown that the constructed metric L is bounded, we need to show that it is equivalent to the total variation norm. This will give the desired result that the total variation of the approximate solutions is uniformly bounded. Rather than working with the parameters to measure wave strengths, we will now choose the parameters as in [11] . Until now it was convenient to think of the Riemann solution as being determined by the six parameters i = 1,... ,6. In particular, states connected by a contact discontinuity required two parameters.
We now proceed to define the parameters of the Riemann solution as follows: letting Ul and Ur be two states that are sufficiently close, rewrite the solution to the Riemann problem as (UL, Ur) = [{Ul = U0, UUU2, U3, U4 = UR)/(h,e2, e3, e4)].
We now define the wave strengths lt. Define the backward nonlinear wave as before, so that the states Uq and U\, which are connected by a shock or rarefaction, have associated wave strength l\ = \\U°|| -\\Ufi||. Likewise, states U3 and U4, which are connected by a shock or rarefaction, have associated wave strength £4 = ||t/41| -||?7|||. It is the parameters for the linear families that will be chosen differently. The states U\ and U2 are connected by a contact discontinuity, and hence \\U°|| = We will define the wave strength to be the angle between the odd components of the two states so that e2 = arccos(t/f • U2/\\U°||2).
Similarly, states t/3 and U2 are connected by a contact discontinuity which implies \\U®\\ = HE/® II-Define the associated wave strength to be €3 = arccos(£/;3 • U2/\\U3||2).
Recall that in using the six-parameter family, we used two parameters to describe a linear wave: one parameter corresponding to a change in azimuth of the odd components and the other corresponding to a vertical, or longitudinal change of the odd components.
This was necessary to obtain the interaction estimate in Theorem 4.1. It is simpler, however, to deal with the four parameters to show the equivalence relation.
Define the functional C so that £(J) = ^{|e| : e crosses J}.
We will now show that the two metrics C and L are equivalent.
Lemma 4.1. There exist positive constants Ai and A2, both independent of the mesh size and Uh, so that for any mesh curve J,
yliL(J) < £(J) < A2L(J).
Proof. Consider the following Riemann problem where the states Ul and Ur are sufficiently close to give the unique solution to the Riemann problem described as Recall that the states U2 and U4 were artificially introduced in the construction of the two-parameter family characterizing the states connected by a contact discontinuity. By uniqueness of the solution to the Riemann problem, U\ -ui,U3 -u2, and U$ = u3. It clearly follows that for the backward nonlinear waves, ci = ra-ra = Kii-Kii = ?i. 
Similarly, we obtain £3 < I ^41 + le51 -
Now, we will show that there exists a constant so that e2 > -<4i (|e21 + |e3|). 
and similarly, one can show^( M + |e51) < |e3|. 
We now show that C(0) is bounded by a constant independent of the mesh size, but depending only on the bounds on the initial data. Once we establish this fact, by (24), we will have shown that metric £( J) is also bounded by a constant independent of the mesh size. Hence, we require that Ir2 ~ rL| + dL2 + 02R + Vr ~ r2\ < n\\UL -UR||,
where rl -||t^£||,^2 = ||w2ll'rfl = II^rIIi ®L2 is the angle from {/£ to ug, and 62r is the angle from u2 to U^. Using the assumption that <fi is strictly monotone and convex, we have that Te is monotone increasing and that the Riemann problem can be characterized by tl,tr, and r2. We examine the following cases: (i) Case 1: ri < r2 < rR. In this case, the left-hand side of (26) can be written as 
Similarly, the same bounds can be shown for \\u2 -^UR\\. Now using the fact that rR,r2,rL G [ci,c2], along with (28) Using the assumption that <j> is convex and strictly increasing, we observe that the first and last waves are rarefaction waves so that 2Vfcu°2 = (UeR -Ul) + ~ (r2V^ + £ " y/j£\ U°L + ^ U°R,
where <p2 = 4>{r2)-Since the assumptions on (f> imply that Te is monotone increasing, Eq.
(34) implies that
By symmetry, the same bound holds for \[u2 -||. Using these bounds in Eq. (33), we have^ 
Using the assumption that 4> is strictly convex along with assumption (iii) gives
Since ry/4> is a strictly monotone function of r, this implies there must be a unique value of r > 0, say r = cq, satisfying (2 -V2) vV>(co)co = k0. We have now shown that the lemma holds for all possible cases of r2. □ We employ this result in the following section to show that the solutions constructed from the Glimm scheme are bounded.
Bounds
on the approximate solution {Uh}. In order to show that the total variation of the approximate solutions is bounded, we first restrict ourselves to bounding the variation only in the odd components. Before attempting this, however, we first show that the odd components of the approximate solutions are bounded.
Corollary 5.1. Assume that the total variation of the initial data Uq is sufficiently small. If there exist positive constants C\ and c2 so that the initial data satisfies 0 < C! < ||t/0°|| < c2,
then there exist positive constants C\ and C2 such that for any mesh curve J, C\ < \\U°h\j\\ < c2.
Proof. We begin the proof by showing that the oscillation in the odd components is bounded by the functional C.
Claim 5.1. C{J) > sup \\U°\j\\ -inf ||J7°|j||.
Proof. Let e, be a wave that crosses J. Let ui be the state to the left of the wave and ur be the state to the right of the wave. Since either ||it°|| = ||u°|| or e, = ||u°|| -||u°|| in the case of a linear or nonlinear wave, respectively, Using the result £(/) < ^-£(0), we obtain ci-^£(0)<||{/0U|<c2 + J-£(0).
Since the choice of the segment Ja was arbitrary, the proof is completed by taking J-£(0) < Cl by choosing ||Z7o||tv small enough, as indicated in Lemma 4.2. □ By the preceding corollary, restricting Uh to any mesh curve, we have a uniform bound on ||C/£||. This result will be needed to show that the norm of total variation in the odd components of Uh is uniformly bounded.
Lemma 5.1. There exist positive constants B\ and B2 so that, restricted to any mesh curve J, BiC(J) < \\U°h\j\\TV < B2C(J).
Proof. Let J be any mesh curve. Since Uh (restricted to the mesh curve J) changes values only where some i wave crosses the J curve, the total variation of £/£ will increase along J only at those places where a wave crosses J. Suppose that the wave ii crosses J with ui and ur the states to the left and right of the wave, respectively.
Thus, by showing Bi\ii\ < ||< -u1\\ < B2\ei\, we complete the proof. We now consider the only two possible cases: (i) ii is a nonlinear wave or (ii) e, is a linear wave.
(i) If e, is a nonlinear wave, then it is a shock or a rarefaction wave. By the structure of solutions to the Riemann problem, this implies that u° and u° lie on the same radial line. Thus,
IK -<11 = I IKII -IKII I = N-
(ii) If ii is a linear wave, then it is a contact discontinuity. This implies that ||w°|| = IKII, from which we obtain IK -<f = 4IKII IKII sin2(0/2), where 9 is the angle between u° and u°. We now use Corollary 5.1 and the fact that 9/tt < sin(0/2) < 8/2 for 9 6 (0,7r) to obtain inequality 2Ci
Since a = 9, we now have Choosing < IK -<11 < C29. 
where the constant is independent of the mesh size. Thus we have shown that the total variation of the odd components is bounded. We now show that the total variation of the even components is equivalent to the total variation of the odd components.
Lemma 5.2. There exist positive constants B\ and B2 so that, restricted to any mesh curve J, Bi\\U°h\j\\Tv < WhlAWv < B2\\U°h\j\\Tv.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary mesh curve J and suppose that the wave e, crosses J with m and ur the two states on J to the left and the right of the wave e,, respectively. Recalling the possible solutions to the Riemann problem, (2) 
bi\K -<11 < IK -ufll < b2\\u°r -u?\\.
Thus, we have shown that the inequality holds in the case of a nonlinear wave, with the same constants for a rarefaction or a shock wave.
Taking B\ = min{6i,&i} and B2 -max{62^2}) the proof is complete since Uh\j is piecewise constant except at the places where some crosses J. □ We have shown that there exists a constant, independent of the mesh curve J and the grid size, so that ||J7£|t/||rv < Const H^Hrv-Thus, by Lemma 5.2, it follows that \\Ueh\j\\Tv < B2\\U°h\j\\TV < Const B2\\Uq\\tv-
Thus, the total variation in the even components of the constructed solution remains bounded. Because the total variation is bounded in both the even and the odd components, the total variation of the constructed solutions stays bounded. Corollary 5.2. If \\Uq \\tv is sufficiently small, there exist positive constants D\ and D2, independent of the grid size h, so that D\ < \\Uh(x, i)|| < D2.
Proof. Let t £ [nAt, (n + l)At] and let ,7 be the unique mesh curve from nAt to (n + 1)At. Since U\ is piecewise constant at every timestep nAt with constant values determined at the mesh points amiTl, it follows that }\Uh(x,t)\\TV < \\Uh|j\\tv < Const U?7oIItv-Given that the total variation of the initial data is bounded, there exists a constant U so that linXj^-oo Uq = U. This implies that for any time t, lim^^-oo Uh{x,t) = U. Thus, we obtain the result ||Z7||-Const \\US\\tv <\\Uh(x,t)\\<\\U\\+ Const \\U°0\\Tv■ □
We have shown that Glimm's scheme produces a sequence {Uh} that is uniformly bounded and has uniformly bounded total variation. Using Helly's theorem, this is sufficient to show that, for a fixed time t, {Uh(-,t)} has a convergent subsequence. In order to prove that {Uh,} has a convergent subsequence, we require the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that Ax/At satisfies the CFL condition and that, in addition, Ax/At < Am. There exists a positive constant C, independent of h such that f J -( \uh(x, t) -Uh{x, t')| dx < C\t -t'\.
The lemma and its proof are from Smoller, Corollary 19.8 in [12] , and follow from the fact that the total variation is bounded by the total variation of the initial data.
6. Existence of weak solutions. Using the previous results of the previous section, which state that approximations generated by the Glimm scheme are bounded and that they are uniformly bounded in total variation, we show that the Glimm scheme has a convergent subsequence. The following classical theorem and proof showing that Glimm's scheme converges are due to Glimm [5] .
Consider the net (a generalized sequence) {u/t}. Define the indexing set so that h = (Ax, At) and (Ax)/(At) satisfies the CFL condition. The partial order on the index set is defined: if i -(Axi,Ati) and j = (Axj, Atj), then j > i when Axj < Ax; and Atj < Ati.
Theorem 6.1. If the net {uh(x,t)} satisfies
(ii) \\uh(-, t)\\rv < Mi, (hi) fm |uh(x,t) -uh(x,s)\dx < M2\t -s|, then Uh has a subnet that converges in L,1oc(9:l x 9t+).
In the proof, hypotheses (i) and (ii) imply that Helly's theorem holds for any rational time ti. Using a diagonalization process, we can show the existence of a subnet that converges for all rational time. Since the rationals are dense in the reals, the last hypothesis shows that the subnet converges for all real time.
Hence, Corollary 5.2, results (41) and (44), along with Lemma 5.3, give the convergence of the Glimm scheme. Now, we show that the limit u is a weak solution. For this, we must show that
for any test function <f> £ Cq°. Assume that the support of <fi is contained in I x [0,T],Once convergence of J to 0 is established for the sequence {ueh} obtained by Glimm's scheme, then the function u(x, t) for which Uh -> u will be a weak solution of the Cauchy problem for the system of conservation laws (1) . Let M denote the set of natural numbers. Consider the product space = (-1, l)7^, where {9i} G (-1,1)"^. We endow the space £] of sequences A -{a;} G (-1, l)7^ with probability measure dv(A). This is accomplished by normalizing; so dv(ai) equals half of the Lebesgue measure. Then the key result stated and proved by Glimm [5] is: Lemma 6.1.
\J(A,h, tp)\2 dis(A) -> 0 as the mesh size goes to zero.
The proof is now complete, and we have shown that the approximations generated by the Glimm scheme converge to a weak solution for the Cauchy problem associated with Eq. (1) given that the total variation of the initial data is sufficiently small and bounded away from zero.
Conclusions.
In summary, we have shown that there exists a weak solution to the Cauchy problem associated with the equations modeling an elastic string in threedimensional space (1) . Following the Glimm construction of approximate solutions, we showed that the approximate solutions satisfy the hypotheses of Helly's Theorem. As in Glimm's seminal paper, this was accomplished by showing that the constructed solutions were bounded in an equivalent functional. It is in the choice of the functional that the method used in this paper diverges from the literature. This was a necessary modification, since the standard choice of an equivalent functional (as in Glimm [5] ) is not appropriate for conservation laws possessing multiple characteristics as is the case with problem (1). With our chosen functional, we show that wave interactions across an arbitrary mesh curve are proportional to the measure of wave interactions across the initial mesh curve. After establishing that the total variation norm is equivalent to the functional, the remainder of the existence proof, that the limit of the subsequence is a weak solution, was identical to Glimm's proof of existence for strictly hyperbolic conservation laws.
8. Appendix A. Let x G ?R,u(x,t) G 5Hn, and f(u) G lHn. We say that the conservation law given by ut + f(u)x = 0
is hyperbolic if the Jacobian of f(u) is diagonalizable. If the n eigenvalues of the Jacobian of / are real and distinct, we say that (46) is strictly hyperbolic. If the eigenvalues are real but not everywhere distinct, we say that (46) is nonstrictly hyperbolic.
Consider the conservation law system (46) where Xi is an eigenvalue of the Jacobian of / with rj an associated eigenvector. The Riemann problem for the conservation law (46) is defined to be the differential equation (46) There are two (classical) types of nonlinear waves: centered rarefaction waves and shock waves. Rarefaction waves are continuous solutions to the differential equation, while shock waves are discontinuous solutions. We first discuss the rarefaction waves.
Since a centered rarefaction wave is a continuous self-similar solution, we perform the following change of variables £ = x/t. With the change of variables, Eq. (46) becomes (df(u) -£Z>? = 0, which implies that £ is an eigenvalue of df and uj is the corresponding eigenvector. Thus, £ = Aj(u(£)) and u$ = rj(tt(£)) for some i. We say that ul is connected to uR by a fc-rarefaction wave if Afc(Mfi) > Ak(uL), and afc(u(0) = £ for Afc(uL) < £ < \k{uR). Now consider a shock wave solving the Riemann problem. A fc-shock is a discontinuous solution that satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot relation:
s(uR -uL) = (f{uR) -f{uL)), where s is the speed at which the shock travels. In addition, the fc-shock must satisfy the Lax entropy condition, Afc-i(«i,) < s < Xk(uL) and Ak{uR) < s < \k+1(uR).
In this case, the solution to the Riemann problem is ul for x < st, uR for x > st.
Having defined the possible nonlinear waves, we now define a linear wave. Definition 8.2. The ith characteristic family is said to be linearly degenerate if V\ ■ n = 0.
Considering the Riemann problem, we say that the two states ul and ujj are connected by a fc-contact discontinuity if A&(«£,) = \k(uR). Here, the solution is given by ul for x < st, uR for x > st, where the propagation speed is s = Xk(uL)-For a fixed state ul, let Sk be the curve in state space of all the states that can be connected to ul on the left by a fc-shock, let Rk be the curve containing all the states that can be connected to ul on the left by a fc-rarefaction wave, and let Ck be the subset containing all the states that can be connected to ul by a fc-contact discontinuity. The locus at state ul is defined to be the union of all these curves Ri,Si, and Ci for all i. Using the wave loci, we are able to determine the solution to the Riemann problem in a neighborhood of ul-
